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LESSONS FROM OUR CLASS STRUGGLE
In 1946 a big conference was
held to form
a
black
Mineworkers
U n i o n , The
main representatives at the
conference were from the
ANC t the Communist Party
and the organisation of black
mine clerks. At that time, the
ANC and CP were not
banned*
This was during the Second
World War, It was a bosses war.
Bosses from different countries
were fighting to decide which
would be the most powerful
capitalist country. Tliey were also
hoping to bring capitalism back to
the Soviet Union*
Like with every bosses war the
bosses used the people to kill for
them - and to be killed instead ol
diem.
In South Africa the bosses hod
a big problem. Many whiles
supported Germany while the
government supported Britain. The
government looked to black people
for more support. To get this
support ihey were pirparcd to talk
about reforms•
They talked about abolishing
pass laws and giving rights to black
trade unions.
For workers the talk about
reforms was less important then
what was happening to workers.
The truth was that things were
getting worse and worse for
workers everyday.
In the towns conditions were
terrible - much worse even then
today. The townships were like the
resettlement camps in the
banlustans. In these terrible
conditions the government tried to
force people to pay more and more
rent. All prices were going up much
more than today.
For workers these terrible
conditions were more important
than any talk of reforms. In 1942
and 1943 there were many many
«frtkM Thrrp wa< mA«rvr nr«ft*i
action in the townships • especially
where Otlando is today. Thousands
and thousands of workers joined
trade unions.
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There was a united irade union
federation called the Council of
Non-Europe
Trade Unions
(CNETU). On the mines there was
anger. Price increases were even
harder for mineworkers. They
could not go into town to look for
cheaper shops. They had to buy
everything from special mine shops
where prices were even higher. The
same type of shops thai miners are
boycotting today. Each year at the
conference of the Mineworkers
Union delegates said - "We must
strike for higher wages". And each
year the decision was • "Now is not
the right time*.
It is Line that die Mineworkers
Union faced a problem in
organising a strike It was not
organised on all mines. On some
mines only the clerks were
organised - not the underground
workers. But mincworkcrs were
ready to mobilise - just like other
workers in the factories were doing.
Many mineworkers felt that as each
year passed die chance or winning a
miners strike were getting worse.
By 1945 the government
stopped talking about reforms.
They had seen the militant struggles

At the 1946 Mincworkcrs
Conference the demands from
delegates for a strike were stronger
then ever. In April, the conference
voted to organise a strike. The strike

armed police into the mines. Many
miners were killed Afier 2 weeks

the miners were forced back to
work by the guns of the police
began in August. The strike was the of the working class. They made
most powerful that had ever been new laws to ban strikes. On the
organised in South Africa. More mines they made a new law to b&T
than 100.000 mineworkers were on
all meetings. Conditions for a strike
strike. But the big problem for die
an the mines were gating more and
strike was isolation.
more difficult
The wave of stroggle and
militancy in the factories and the
communities had ditd down. This
meant that the government had more
• the strike was made stronger
time and force to use against the because it was called by a national
miners. And it also meant that it delegate conference
would be harder to mobilise
solidarity action in ihe working
* the strike was weakened
class behind Ihe miners.
because it was left isolated
At first CNETU called for a
general strike in support of ihe
* worker solidarity action was
for the strike the police came in and
uneven
and there was confusion
arrested some CNETU leaders.
Some workers did start a strike in because of the dropping of the call
support of the miners. But then for a general strike
CNETU decided to drop Ihe call for
a general strike. The mineworkers
• the strike call came a ycai
were left IO fight alone. The after a whole period of mass
government sent thousands of working class militancy

